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HANDS… Innovative design, 
premium quality craftsmanship  
and sustainability. For over 100 
years HANDS’ core values have 
provided furniture solutions that 
inspire. Our desire and unique 
ability to help our clients realise 
their aspirations of a tailored 
furniture solution has set  
HANDS apart. 

The INFINITY table collection 
embodies the design and 
manufacturing philosophy of  
HANDS; architectural aesthetic 
qualities, considered proportions, 
clearly defined linear forms and 
beautifully refined signature details. 
Hand-crafted from the finest, 
sustainable natural veneers and 
solid timbers, expertly selected  
and finished to the highest  
possible standards. 

INFINITY has been specifically 
designed to be the most complete 
and fully integrated meeting, 
conference and boardroom table 
system we have ever produced. 
With a feeling of superior quality 
evident on every surface, edge and 
user feature, each INFINITY piece 
exudes an aura of professionalism 
and a vision of success. 

I N F I N I T Y Geometric Elegance
designed & crafted by HANDS
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The Boardroom. A forum where 
strong leadership, professional 
integrity and bold thinking are core 
values. INFINITY Solo tables have 
purpose and gravitas creating the 
perfect environment in which any 
organisation can define, evaluate  
and agree it’s objectives and goals.

T550 - Solo base 

I N F I N I T Y Boardroom Presence
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I N F I N I T Y Meeting Room Refinement

Meeting rooms that 
inspire and empower 

members of your team 
and offer a positive, 

memorable experience 
for your visitors.

T560 Prism base
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Private meeting rooms offering 
true sophistication. High quality 

finishes and signature details 
ensure brand values are delivered 

and provide a long-lasting memory 
of your hospitality.

T540 Circular column base

T530 Square column base
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INFINITY Prism tables offer a 
dynamic, contemporary style 
with IT connectivity and power 
requirements neatly hidden away 
so there is no distraction from the 
business at hand.

T560 Prism base
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Conference and meeting 
suites that excite the senses 

creating a powerful opening 
statement.

T520 Lineal base

T520 Lineal base
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The modern boardroom 
is a place to inspire and 

be inspired.

T560 Prism base
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Boardroom suites are often the flagship 
area in a modern corporate environment; 
requiring easy access to IT and supporting 
services while catering for a large number 
of demanding users. INFINITY tables have 
been specifically designed to cater for the 
needs of even the most discerning senior 
management team, ensuring they can 
engage effectively and efficiently around 
inspirational furniture.

T550 Solo base
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INFINITY tables can be further enhanced 
with premium options like flush fitting 
central glass inlays surrounded by a 
stunning mitre veneer wrap as seen in the 
image on the right. Discreet hinged doors 
in the base structure ensure that access 
to even the most sophisticated IT services 
package is easy and can be done in the 
quickest possible time.   

T550 Solo base
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INFINITY tables can be tailored by size or 
finished to meet the needs of the client’s 
exact aesthetic requirements. In the 
above left image, a special granite inlay 
to match the credenza can be seen fitted 
between the two soft-close, glass faced 
access flaps. Leather, stone and corian are 
also popular choices; these and more are 
available as part of our tailored service.
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The Boardroom will 
create a lasting impression 

and set the tone for how 
your business is perceived. 

We make sure it’s the right 
impression.

T520 Lineal base
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I N F I N I T Y   
Inspiring Spaces

The modern meeting room experience  
is often defined by the ease of access  
to IT connections and peripherals.  
The INFINITY range has a host of 
relevant and unique features that ensure 
every individual can access the table  
top services they need to perform at 
their best.

T550 Solo base
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Member of the Association for
British Furniture Manufacturers

FSC® Trademark ©1996 
Forest Stewardship Council® A.C. 
Certificate Reg. No. TT-COC-001739
The FSC logo assigned to office furniture 
produced by HANDS of Wycombe 
identifies products which contain wood 
from well managed forests independently 
certified in accordance with the rules of the 
Forest Stewardship Council A.C.

 —  Flush-fitting leather inlay stands to 
accept tablets and smart phones 
creating a clear workspace in each 
user position (available on request).

 —  A sharp and extensive range of 
complementary and supporting 
HANDS products include; storage 
units, credenzas, console tables, 
media units and a wide selection  
of stylish seating solutions.

 —  The INFINITY range comprises six 
styles of table base (each subject to 
size of table specified). Each style 
features a considered cable access 
solution to ensure easy access to 
IT infrastructure during or after 
installation.

 —  A choice of three standard table 
shapes, all offering a generous 
amount of leg room and supported 
on the most efficient base 
configuration available.

 —  INFINITY signature detailing 
includes; a wide selection of 23 
defined veneer finishes available 
in a choice of beautifully matched 
cuts and patterns. A choice of six 
different solid lacquer RAL colour 
finishes for the glass inlays and 
bases. 

 —  Clear matt lacquers beautifully 
present the hand-selected, suited 
natural veneers and timbers 
harvested from sustainable 
resources.

 —  Flush-fitting access flaps with a 
soft close mechanism and expertly 
finished in a combination of leather 
and veneer or glass. Available in 
different sizes to accommodate a 
number of IT and power connections 
underneath.

 —  A wide selection of additional 
features to the top including flush-
fitting feature inlays in glass, leather, 
granite or corian. Mitre veneer wraps 
to a central feature are available 
adding a dynamic feature to the 
table top surface.



For further information or to book a showroom 
visit please contact

w: Quillsinteriors.co.uk
e: interiors@quillsuk.co.uk
t: 0845 078 0324




